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ace a discussion of the modern demands of " the ideal of
practicality," " sound educational sociology," and " sound
rational psychology," he is led to expect some quite radical
suggestions as to the material and methods to be used in high
school mathematics. However one finds in the modern demands upon the teacher of mathematics, as discussed by
the author, nothing very radical and only what progressive
teachers have been practicing for some years; the large number
of teachers who still believe the chief value of mathematics
to be disciplinary, and who cannot accept all the claims made
against the doctrine of formal discipline, will accept the suggestions of the author as helpful to better mathematics teaching.
The emphasis placed upon efficiency and self-reliance in
computation, the equation as the central idea in algebra,
geometry as a source of algebraic material, the importance of
graphical work, broader foundations of proof in geometry,
and a saner attitude toward the method of limits in elementary
mathematics are now generally endorsed by progressive
teachers. Possibly the most radical suggestions are those for
the use of Simpson's rule for plane areas and the principle of
Cavalieri.
The book gives the final impression of being written by a
successful and progressive teacher; the few hours required to
read it will give a teacher some valuable suggestions as well
as inspiration to improve his own teaching.
ERNEST B. LYTLE.

Koordinatensysteme.
Von PAUL B. FISCHER. Leipzig, Sammlung Göschen, 1911. 125 pp,
T H I S little book gives a very readable and, on the whole,
satisfactory account of the most important systems of coordinates which have been used in geometry. The discussion of
cartesian point coordinates, Plückerian line and plane coordinates leads the author naturally to the homogeneous coordinates of Hesse and to the general projective systems of
coordinates. He then discusses some of the most elementary
properties of curvilinear coordinates in general and gives some
more detailed account of certain special systems, especially
polar and elliptic coordinates.
Although Fischer formulates the general notion of coordinates, one cannot help remarking how little has, as yet,
been accomplished in the direction of a general theory of

